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Ingunn Lunde & Martin Paulsen

N!" #$  are essential to the human condition. Whether in the guise of 
tradition, culture, canon or rules, norms are therefore central to studies 
in the humanities. ! is book focuses on Russian language culture of the 
post-revolutionary and post-Soviet periods, times when norms — linguis-
tic and otherwise — have been eagerly debated, challenged, broken and 
rede" ned. 

Like Russian society at large, Russian language culture has under-
gone dramatic changes over the last hundred years. ! e revolution of 
#$#%  precipitated a reform of the Russian alphabet, drawing a visible ty-
pographic line between the old and the new orders. ! e following decade 
saw a boom in experiments in linguistic practices from public speaking 
to literary " ction.# Roman  Jakobson later referred to the linguistic turbu-
lence of the early Soviet years as an Erdrutsch der Norm — a Landslide of 
the Norm& — a metaphor that was taken as the title for the internation-
al research project of which this book is a result.'  Stalin’s rise to power 
triggered a reaction to the experiments and led to the introduction of 
the kul’tura rechi — a prescriptive movement to promote the norms of 
Standard Russian.( During this period, Standard Russian was forti" ed 
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by the appearance of academic grammars and dictionaries. At the same 
time, Soviet writers witnessed the establishment of an obligatory Writers’ 
Union and the introduction of Socialist Realism as a precept for their 
work. 

! e post-Stalin period was characterized by an absence of linguistic 
debates, and the language of the public sphere was “hyper-normalized,” 
to borrow a term from Alexei  Yurchak.+ At the same time, the emerg-
ing underground literature gave room for alternative linguistic practices. 
! e hypernormalization ruling was sidelined by Mikhail  Gorbachev’s 
reforms and the introduction of Glasnost’ — openness, which implied not 
only a possibility to discuss things formerly forbidden, but also to do so 
in language that had hitherto been considered unsuitable for the public 
sphere. ! e result of the new openness was shocking to many Russians, 
as it allowed for a surge in linguistic practices that tolerated ruthless pro-
fanities, thief argot, youth slang, peripheral dialects etc.* Some of the re-
actions were in response to the publication of formerly forbidden works 
of the literary underground. ! e new linguistic trends became even more 
apparent a- er the collapse of the Soviet Union in #$$#, which also led to 
a massive in. ux of words from English, the language of globalization.% 
! us, the past hundred years of Russian language culture have been a 
history of alternation between periods dominated by heavily centralized 
linguistic authority and periods of inspired linguistic experiments. ! e 
terms we choose o- en reveal our sympathies, and where some see lin-
guistic experimentation, others lament norm violations.,

Norms are both a result of and a precondition for human interac-
tion. ! e term “norm” was given prominence in modern linguistics by 
Eugenio Coseriu,$ whose work on the relationship between the linguistic 
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norm and system has been continued by Henning  Andersen. In his devel-
opment of Coseriu’s theory, Andersen introduced the concept of “norm 
negotiations,” central to this book.#) In general, the term negotiation can 
be understood in at least two di/ erent ways. ! e " rst evokes the sense 
of dealing with something di0  cult, the second emphasizes the sense of 
discussing a matter. ! e signi" cance of the former sense is that, in the 
linguistic domain, we negotiate by using norms in such a way as to be 
able to convey a speci" c message. ! is sense focuses on norms as some-
thing given, which we use to reach a certain goal; we apply the existing 
linguistic norms in order to convey a message to others. 

On the other hand, negotiation can be understood as a way of promot-
ing one’s own hypotheses about the character of norms at the expense of 
other hypotheses in the linguistic community. ! is is the case when lin-
guistic norms become the subject of public debate in newspaper columns, 
on radio shows, or in internet blogs. Here the focus is on the change-
ability of norms. ! ese can be dubbed explicit norm negotiations — the 
norms in question are li- ed up for speci" c scrutiny — and such debates 
are a recognizable trait of modern language societies.## However, norm 
negotiations are not necessarily explicit. In fact any linguistic utterance 
can be understood as a statement in the ongoing negotiations of norms 
in its respective linguistic community. When speaking or writing we are 
constantly making choices between di/ erent, o- en con. icting norms. 
! e choices we make between the various linguistic possibilities at our 
disposal signal a view on the particular norm in question. Such a “state-
ment,” in turn, contributes to the understanding in the linguistic com-
munity of the acceptability of this particular norm. ! ese are implicit 
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norm negotiations. Whenever we speak, we take a stance in the ongoing 
negotiation of linguistic norms and thereby contribute to the constant 
recreation of language.

Following Roman  Jakobson, the discussion of language can be de-
scribed as a metadiscourse, where “meta” implies that we use language 
to discuss language itself.#& An obvious example of such a metadiscourse 
is language debates, or simply comments on language. Similarly, pre-
scriptive practices such as the writing of grammars and dictionaries, and 
the teaching of language, can be viewed as part of the metadiscourse, 
since they involve statements on the character of language. However, as 
we have seen above, metadiscourse on language is not necessarily made 
explicit. According to Andersen any linguistic utterance e/ ectively con-
tains a statement on language. Just like other statements they can be more 
or less pronounced, that is, strong or weak. ! us, the use of profanities 
(mat) in a parliamentary debate constitutes a stronger statement than the 
use of mat during a hunting trip, because the norms regulating the use of 
mat in the two settings are di/ erent.

! e identi" cation of two di/ erent modes of norm negotiation — ex-
plicit and implicit — provides an opportunity to discuss language culture 
at large, and to include linguistic practices from di/ erent " elds within 
a common framework. ! e advantage of this approach is that it makes 
it possible to study at the same time both the formation of authorita-
tive regulations connected to the standard language, and the creative re-
sponses to them in literature, folklore and the like.#'

! e focus on various kinds of norm negotiation also allows for the 
juxtaposition of professional and lay linguistic perspectives. ! e two 
have traditionally been treated separately, since professional linguists 
have generally been regarded as more capable of discussing linguistic 
matters in an objective way, while laymen have been accused of basing 
their arguments on emotive rather than rational considerations. We view 
this divide as one of degree rather than absolute, which is not to say that 

#& Roman Jakobson, #$,#  [#$*)], “Linguistics and Poetics,” in Roman Jakobson: Se-
lected Writings, vol. ', ed. S. Rudy, ! e Hague, pp. #,–+#; #$,+  [#$%*], “Metalanguage 
as a Linguistic Problem,” in Roman Jakobson: Selected Writings, vol. %, ed. S. Rudy, 
! e Hague, pp. ##'–&#.
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there is no di/ erence in the way professional linguists and laymen talk 
about language; our point is simply that it is impossible to draw a clear 
line between the two categories, as both groups are in. uenced by certain 
language ideologies.#(

! e essays in this book bring together a wide range of perspectives 
on the norm issue in modern Russian language culture. ! e cases pre-
sented are taken from di/ erent realms of linguistic practice, such as 
literary " ction, internet slang, literary criticism and aesthetics, writers’ 
blogs, linguistic play, and from various arenas for “talk about talk,” such 
as the classroom, blogs, the media, the courtroom, and so forth. Most 
importantly, the breadth and variation of material enable us to focus ex-
actly on the intersections between linguistic authority and creative re-
sponse, prescriptive regulations and concrete practices, explicit and im-
plicit metalanguage. Furthermore, in combining various approaches and 
disciplines — linguistics, literary criticism, new media studies; theoreti-
cal expositions and concrete case studies — the book as a whole explores 
the multiplicity of meanings that are accorded to the notion of linguistic 
norms in the Russian community. ! is makes it possible to draw both 
a broad and a detailed picture of important trends in modern Russian 
language culture.

Henning Andersen’s essay, “Living Norms,” opens the book with 
a theoretical discussion about the nature of di/ erent kinds of norm. 
Andersen’s particular focus is living norms. In contrast to the rigid, ex-
plicit prescriptive norms, imposed from above by centralized language 
authorities, the more . uid, implicit living norms are those that speakers 
collectively shape and reshape in the constant metadialogue they carry 
on whenever they speak. Whereas in the Russian linguistic tradition, the 
norm is o- en equated with the norm of the standard language, Andersen’s 
article makes clear that norms operate on all levels of verbal interaction, a 
point that is nicely illustrated by the great variety of discourses and many 
di/ erent conceptions of norm that are analysed in the following articles.

Martin Paulsen’s article, “Norm Negotiations in Russian Literary 
Criticism,” supports the view that metalanguage should be seen not as 
something external to language itself, but rather as an integral component 
of language as it exists in society. Paulsen points out that the alternation 

#( Cf. Martin  Paulsen, &))$, Hegemonic Language and Literature: Russian Metadis-
course on Language in the "##'s, PhD thesis, University of Bergen, pp. ((–(,.
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between implicit and explicit norm negotiation is the normal condition in 
a language community, and goes on to study an example of explicit norm 
negotiation in post-Soviet literary life of the #$$)s: the response to the 
language question by literary critics. In examining the main trends in the 
critics’ discussions and relating them to the general language debate of 
the #$$)s, Paulsen also argues that any kind of explicit norm negotiation 
is necessarily in. uenced by the linguistic performance it analyses, in this 
particular case, literary " ction.

A quite di/ erent example of explicit norm negotiation is found in 
Vera Zvereva’s contribution, “‘Iazyk padonkaf’: Diskussii pol’zovatelei 
Runeta.” Zvereva provides a fascinating account of the emergence of the 
peculiar style of internet slang known as iazyk padonkov, and concen-
trates on the metalinguistic discussions among the users of this style. She 
traces the main topics, arguments and positions taken in the discussion 
and links them to popular perceptions of the padonki style. Particularly 
interesting are the various attitudes towards, and perceptions of, norms 
and standards, both within the padonki style, and in relation to the 
standard language.

! e very interaction between implicit and explicit norm negotiations 
is explored in Elena Markasova’s article, “‘Ia ne upotrebliaiu vvodnye 
slova…’ (o sud’be vvodnykh konstruktsii v russkom iazyke poslednego 
desiatiletiia),” which studies the grammatical category of parentheticals 
(vvodnye slova/konstruktsii). Markasova juxtaposes explicit comments 
made by school children on the semantics and usage of various paren-
theticals in contemporary Russian with information on parentheticals 
derived from text corpora such as the Russian National Corpus. She " nds 
that the children, in their highly subjective comments based on personal 
usage and experience, point out changes in the frequency of usage that 
are largely con" rmed by the corpora data.

While implicit negotiation of norms takes place in the constant meta-
dialogue on language we humans engage in whenever we speak, some 
forms of “implicit” linguistic statements are nevertheless more pro-
nounced than others. Ellen Rutten’s article, “Wrong Is the New Right. 
Or Is It? Linguistic Identity in Russian Writers’ Weblogs,” reveals how 
“performative” (implicit) and “straightforward” (explicit) metalanguage 
can di/ er substantially even when attributable to the same source. Rutten 
takes a closer look at writers’ blogs, and the blog of  Tat’iana Tolstaia in 
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particular. In comparing Tolstaia’s metalinguistic statements about her 
own style of writing in her blog with her actual linguistic performance, 
Rutten also shows how deeply Tolstaia’s established literariness/literary 
style and purist views on the language question are embedded in her 
writing practice and how they remain unin. uenced to any signi" cant 
degree by the new medium of the blog. 

Metalanguage as linguistic practice is explored in more detail in 
Ingunn Lunde’s article, “Performative Metalanguage: Negotiating Norms 
! rough1Verbal Action.” Having brie. y sketched the history of perfor-
mative metalanguage in Russian cultural practice, Lunde sets out to out-
line certain characteristics and tendencies that can be observed in this 
particular way of negotiating linguistic norms in Russia today. Referring 
to examples taken from word formation practices, from the genre of 
Duponisms, linguistic humour, and internet Russian, Lunde argues that 
such activity, and its reception, can contribute to a change in people’s 
perception of linguistic norms, that is, such activity has the potential to 
in. uence current ideas about language, or current language ideologies. 

A case study of performative metalanguage in literary " ction is of-
fered by Tine Roesen in her contribution “! e Old Man’s New Language: 
Semantic Shi- s and Linguistic Countermeasures in Aleksei  Slapovskii’s 
Oni.” Centring her analysis on one of the main characters of Slapovskii’s 
novel, M.M., and his e/ orts to oppose ideological language by creating 
his own, new idiom, Roesen reveals the complexities involved in any lin-
guistic strategy intended to intervene in a living language culture. Subtly 
aware of the peculiarities involved in a " ctional representation of a one-
man project of linguistic cultivation, Roesen’s analysis operates on two 
levels, on the one hand, by describing M.M.’s solutions to the problem 
he sees in his surrounding linguistic environment, and on the other, by 
analysing Slapovskii’s representation of the same as a commentary on 
linguistic norm negotiation in Russia today.

! e ways in which artistic means can be used to represent and nego-
tiate not only linguistic, but also social norms, are scrutinized in Dirk 
U/ elmann’s article, “! e Compliance with and Imposition of Social and 
Linguistic Norms in  Sorokin’s Norma and Den’ oprichnika.” In this per-
spective, U/ elmann traces the evolution of Vladimir Sorokin’s poetics 
from the early novel Norma to his recent Den’ oprichnika, arguing for 
a certain continuity in the author’s work between his conceptualist and 
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his post-conceptualist periods. U/ elmann shows that the attitudes to-
wards norms are quite di/ erent in the two works; in Norma the norms 
are given and hardly questioned, whereas in Den’ oprichnika they are be-
ing established.

Sorokin is also the topic of Karin Grelz’s contribution, “When Non-
Negotiation is the Norm: Sorokin’s Tridtsataia liubov’ Mariny and  Tsve-
taeva’s Krysolov.” Grelz o/ ers a comparative reading of Sorokin’s and 
Tsvetaeva’s texts, showing that the former is to a signi" cant degree mod-
elled on the latter. ! e focus of Grelz’s analysis is how the two authors 
use the clashes of values and the ongoing negotiations in the everyday, 
vernacular Russian of their time for their own artistic purposes. Both 
works, Grelz argues, can be interpreted as declarations of a non-nego-
tiative standpoint where the aesthetic dimension is concerned, and as 
demonstrations of the artist’s ability to escape the world of social and 
ideological con. ict and value-laden social languages through the force of 
his or her own word.

! e aesthetic and philosophical problems involved in the artist’s re-
presentation of reality are at the centre of Peter Alberg Jensen’s contribu-
tion, “‘Mir, kotoryi stal sam ne svoi’ v estetike molodogo Pasternaka.” 
Jensen’s reading of  Pasternak’s early fragments reveals how the young 
poet radically opposes what he sees as the constraints of the norm, where 
“the norm” seems to be equated with language, or linguistic practice, as 
such. Pasternak sees true artistic representation only where the norm is 
absent, irrelevant, or “out of place,” and where any “normal” relationship 
between the thing and the word has been suspended. Pasternak’s radical 
denial of “the norm as such” is illuminating both for the understand-
ing of the poet’s conception of (conventional) language (norms) and as 
a contrast to the historically de" ned norm, which is the target of most 
post-Soviet norm-breaking.

! e post-revolutionary years saw active and creative norm-breaking 
on many levels, as suggested by the metaphor “Landslide of the Norm,” 
which, as already mentioned, " rst appeared in an article by Roman 
Jakobson. Heinrich Kirschbaum traces the history of this ambivalent 
image in the writings of the Formalists and their critics, with particu-
lar focus on  Tynianov and  Jakobson. He reveals how Tynianov’s origi-
nal image, used with reference to the prose of  Pil’niak, is broadened in 
Jakobson’s exposition to include wider cultural processes, and points to 
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the image’s shi- ing semantics, reference points and accompanying con-
ceptions of norm.

Tynianov’s literary criticism is also the point of departure for Susanna 
Witt’s contribution, “Pasternak’s Iskazhenie and the Practice of Creative 
Evolution.” Witt studies Pasternak’s poetics of iskazhenie (distortion) as 
a response to Tynianov’s de" nition of Pasternak’s artistic “mission”: to 
use the nineteenth century as “material” for his own literary work. In this 
perspective, Witt analyses Pasternak’s creative use of a  Tiutchev poem in 
Doktor Zhivago. Of particular interest is the concept of norm (which, in 
the context of Tynianov, refers to the attitude towards the cultural herit-
age, the nineteenth-century “material”) and its status in Pasternak’s aes-
thetics and literary practice, where deviations from norms are generally 
linked to notions of creativity, originality, and art as such.

Originality, creativity and linguistic play are also at the centre of Boris 
Norman’s contribution, “Sdvig v znachenii, osnovannyi na formal’nom 
skhodstve slov.” Norman notes the growing tendency in contemporary 
slang and informal speech to play with semantic shi- s based on a formal 
similarity between words. In this sense, Russian computer slang can in 
many instances be seen as a creative response to Anglo-American in. u-
ence. ! e semanticization of form can also be seen in the o- en playful at-
titudes of the language of advertising and shows us yet another instance 
of linguistic performance that includes a statement about language. 

A highly practical and pragmatic kind of norm negotiation is dis-
cussed in Daniel Weiss’s article “Sudebnaia ekspertiza i vklad lingvista 
v interpretatsiiu zakona.” Weiss shows how commonly accepted norms 
of interpretation are challenged in legal processes, and investigates cases 
where linguistic expertise is needed in order to clarify the meaning of 
both concrete utterances and of the language of law. He looks in greater 
detail at the legal treatment of three di/ erent types of implicit informa-
tion: the absence of modal markers, presuppositions, and conversational 
implicatures, and argues that when it comes to “verbal crimes,” judicial 
practice would do well to engage the expertise of linguists more o- en. 

In a more general context, we can question whether professional lin-
guists really are better equipped to interpret and understand language 
than “ordinary people.” In fact, the problem of professional vs. lay lin-
guistic participation in norm negotiation and “talk about talk” has been 
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a topic of debate in theoretical writings on metalanguage.#+ In Gasan 
Guseinov’s contribution, “Instrumenty opisaniia nepolnoi kommuni-
katsii v blogosfere,” we see both camps in action, as Guseinov analyses 
a new term of his own invention, liturativ, and the reactions to it from, 
among others, the users of the device it is meant to describe. ! e liturativ 
is a style of norm-breaking that comes across as a multilayered message: 
a strikethrough of (o- en non-normative) words, or parts of a sentence, 
with the “erased text” still visible. Guseinov argues for treating liturativy 
and errativy (deliberate wrong spellings typical of Russian internet lan-
guage) as rhetorical devices of norm negotiation stimulated not least by 
the conditions of the new media.

! e two last contributions broaden the topic of norm negotiation out 
into the wider media and new media discourse. Lara Ryazanova-Clarke 
traces the semantic evolution of a particular word that has gained a 
highly symbolic value during the years of  Putin’s presidency, the “verti-
cal” (“vertical of power” etc.). Contrasting the uses of “vertical” in the 
authoritative, o0  cial discourse with its use in one of the counter-dis-
courses, Viktor  Shenderovich’s popular radio show “! e Melted Cheese,” 
Ryazanova-Clarke analyses how the latter reacts to the normative use 
of the term in a process of ideological norm negotiation and alternative 
meaning construction.

Michael S. Gorham’s article “We Speak Russian! New Models of Norm 
Negotiation in the Electronic Media,” looks at the shape and impact of 
norm negotiation and folk linguistics in the age of mass and new media, 
focusing on the popular show “Govorim po-russki!” (radio broadcast, 
blog, interactive internet aktsii and more). Gorham distinguishes be-
tween two types of norm negotiation: “authoritative,” that is, “top-down” 
metalinguistic practices aimed at establishing rules, laws, or guidelines 
about proper and improper usage, and “democratic,” that is, interactive 
discussion and debate between hosts and listeners or readers. Analysing 
in more detail some central topics on the programme’s agenda, Gorham 
shows how the hosts’ attitudes towards the language question have grown 
more dynamic over the years, re. ecting a more pragmatic and playful at-
titude to the question of linguistic " rst-aid and cultivation.

#+ See above, and, e.g., Deborah  Cameron, &))(, “Out of the Bottle: ! e Social Life of 
Metalanguage,” Metalanguage: Social and Ideological Perspectives, eds. A. Jaworski et 
al., Berlin & New York, pp. '##–&#. 
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A more dynamic, practical-pragmatic, and even relaxed or playful at-
titude towards norms and linguistic standards can in fact be noticed in 
several domains of contemporary Russian language culture. At the same 
time, this growing “normalization” is constantly challenged by " erce de-
bates on new proposals from linguistic authorities, whether conservative 
or progressive. A recent example includes the furious debates that . ared 
up in early September &))$  all over the Russian internet in response 
to the o0  cial sanctioning of certain “new” forms as acceptable variants 
of Standard Russian (for instance kofe as a neuter noun, a couple of in-
stances of alternative stress, and similar). Such reactions indicate that 
the long tradition of kul’tura rechi and a centralized language policy still 
have some bearing on common linguistic attitudes, habits, and modes of 
thought. At the same time, they show us a linguistic community acutely 
sensitive to linguistic change and highly concerned about the language 
question as such. ! is, together with the wonderful examples of linguis-
tic creativity explored in several of the essays in this book, makes Russian 
language culture, its history, development and future, an exiting object of 
study, and will continue to do so for many years to come.
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